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Self-organized separation of charged-dust species in two-dimensional dusty plasmas is studied by means of
molecular-dynamics simulation. The multispecies dust grains, interacting through a screened Coulomb poten-
tial with a long-range attractive component, are confined by an external quadratic potential and subjected to a
radially outward ion drag force. It is found that, in general, the species are spatially separated by bandlike
dust-free �or void� regions, and grains of the same species tend to populate a common shell. At large ion drag
and/or large plasma screening, a central disklike void as well as concentric bandlike voids separating the
different species appear. Because of the outward drag and the attractive component of the dust-dust interaction
forces, highly asymmetrical states consisting of species-separated dust clumps can also exist despite the fact
that all the forces are either radial or central.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The behavior of micro- or nanometer-sized grains in a
dusty �or complex� plasma has been extensively studied in
the past few years �1–5�. The grains usually acquire a nega-
tive charge because of the high mobility of the electrons.
When the grains are confined in an external potential, they
can self-organize into a lattice structure and form dust crys-
tals �6�. At higher temperatures, melting of the structure oc-
curs and the dusts become liquidlike �7�. In many situations,
voids, or local dust-free regions, appear in the plasma
�8–11�. Voids can occur as three-dimensional �3D� as well as
two-dimensional �2D� structures �8–17�. Laboratory observa-
tions suggest that the voids, once formed, are fairly robust,
and their structures are independent of how they are formed.
In general, the void size increases with the rf power input
and the neutral gas pressure in the plasma discharge. Several
mechanisms for void formation have been proposed and
investigated �10–23�.

Besides the external forces, such as that of the confining
electric field, other forces on the dust grains include thermo-
phoretic, space-charge, drag of the ions that are streaming
toward the boundary of the plasma, as well as other colli-
sional forces. Several theories also invoked ionization or
other effects for triggering void formation �18–21�. Dust-
containing plasma systems are often called complex plasmas
since many closely related effects are simultaneously present
and can affect each other. It is thus often difficult to pinpoint
the main mechanism for any specific process �10–23�.

Recently, Huang et al. �15� and Huang �16� observed cen-
tral as well as concentric shell-like voids separating different
dust regions during the dust formation stage in a discharge
plasma. In this stage, the dust particles are still too small to
be individually observable with the available equipment and
their structure appears only as bright �due to light scattering
by the fine dust particles� and dark regions. In the later stage

of the evolution, when the grains become large and uniform,
the shell-like voids disappear and the dust distribution be-
comes homogeneous. Liu et al. �24� attributed the void struc-
tures in the evolution stage to the existence and separation of
different dust species that are evolving in the discharge. Us-
ing molecular dynamics �MD� simulation, they considered a
plasma containing several species of dust grains interacting
through a pure Coulomb potential, together with a short-
range attractive component to model the effect of the back-
ground plasma. It was found that when the ion drag force,
arising from the ubiquitous streaming of plasma ions to the
walls of the discharge �10–13�, on the grains is included, 2D
disk- and bandlike voids can occur and coexist.

In a quiescent thermal plasma, the charged grains are al-
ways Debye screened, so that their electrostatic potential has
a range of the order of the Debye length, i.e., much shorter
than that of the very long-range Coulomb potential. In a
dusty discharge, the dusts can still be evolving in different
stages that are separated by different chemical and physical
time scales; it is not clear if and how a charged dust grain is
shielded. To formulate a self-consistent theory is difficult be-
cause of the presence of highly different time scales and the
complex nature of the problem. Several novel models, with
various combinations of shielded and unshielded, repulsive
as well as attractive, potentials, can be found in the literature
�25–33�. The possibility of attractive interaction force be-
tween like-charged grains in plasmas is a topic of many re-
cent investigations. However, since the force between two
grains is a collective instead of direct effect involving not
only the background plasma but also the nearby dust grains,
the exact nature and source of the apparent or effective at-
tractive force remains unclear. For example, Tsytovich et al.
�26,31� and Tsytovich and Morfill �29� showed that
the shielding and scattering of impacting plasma ions by
neighboring grains can result in an attractive force between
the latter. Chen et al. �32� showed that an effective attractive
force can appear if one assumes that grains being considered
have a limited sphere �determined by complete charge
neutralization within it� of influence. Wang �33� found
that if neighboring grains have the same surface potential,
a shielded attractive part can appear in the interaction
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potential. However, it is difficult to isolate any of the pro-
posed mechanism for verification, and the experimental evi-
dences of grain attraction are indirect �34,35�. Accordingly,
the Debye-screened repulsive Coulomb potential of the grain
in a thermal plasma is usually used as for convenience.

Of special interest are 2D multispecies dust structures in a
plasma because they are useful as models for 2D crystals and
clusters. Although the different species can have different
mass and charge, in order to remain 2D they should have the
same charge-to-mass ratio so that the downward gravity and
the upward discharge electric force on the dust grains can
balance to form a horizontal dust layer �4,5�. It is, thus, of
interest to investigate multispecies dust grains having the
same charge-to-mass ratio. In Ref. �24�, systems of charged
grains interacting through a potential containing a long-range
�Coulomb� repulsive and a short-range attractive component
were studied. However, in some popular models, the attrac-
tive interactions are either unscreened or screened at dis-
tances much larger than the usual Coulomb repulsive inter-
action �see Ref. �26� for a more detailed discussion�; it is
therefore also of interest to study grains with short-range
repulsive and long-range attractive interactions. In order to
obtain a better understanding of how the Debye screening of
the Coulomb potential affects the formation and structure of
the voids in a multispecies dust system, in contrast to Ref.
�24�, we shall study in this paper systems of charged grains
interacting through a potential containing a screened Cou-
lomb �Yukawa� repulsive component and a long-range attrac-
tive component, the latter representing effects such as dust
shielding and shadowing �29,32,33�. To model typical labo-
ratory complex discharge plasmas, the dust grains can have
different composition and are externally confined by a qua-
dratic trap, as well as subject to a radially outward drag force
exerted on them by the plasma ions streaming outward to the
discharge wall �4,5,19–22�.

II. MODEL SYSTEM

We consider a 2D system of charged dust grains, confined
in an external quadratic trap �3,36–40�. The grains are al-
lowed to have different chemical and physical composition.
The dust grains interact through a screened Coulomb poten-
tial and a long-range attractive potential �25–27�. A radially
outward force �opposite to the confinement force� models the
drag force exerted on a dust grain by the high-speed ions
streaming toward the plasma-wall boundary �11–13,24�. In
the dimensionless form, the Hamiltonian of the system is
H=K+U, where K is the kinetic energy and

U = �
i=1

N

�mi
�k�ri

2 − Aqi
�k�2ri� + �

i�j

N
qi

�k�qj
�k�

rij
�e−�rij − �� , �1�

is the potential energy. In Eq. �1�, the units for the length and
energy are r0= �2Q�1�2 /M�1���0

2�1/3 and E0=M�1��0
2r0

2 /2, re-
spectively, where �0 is the trapping frequency, and � �con-
stant� is the dielectric constant of the background plasma,
Q�1� and M�1� are the charge and the effective mass of species
1, respectively. Since the dust grains of the same species are
indistinguishable, we can drop the grain indices. Here,

N=�k=1
n N�k� is the total number of grains, where n is the total

species number in the system, N�k� is the number of the grain
species k, ri is the position of the grain i �=1, . . . ,N�,
rij = �ri−r j�, and qi

�k� and mi
�k� are the dimensionless charge

�normalized by Q�1�� and mass �normalized by M�1�� of the
grain i of species k. In Eq. �1�, the term involving A repre-
sents the ion drag force potential �11,12�. Furthermore,
�=r0 /�D determines the strength of the screening effect of
the background plasma on the grain, �D is the Debye screen-
ing length, and � determines the strength of the intergrain
attraction �31�. In Eq. �1�, the first term is the confinement
potential, the second is the potential associated with the drag
force, and the third and the last are the repulsive and the
attractive parts of the intergrain potential, respectively. In the
minimum-energy state, we have H→U.

III. SIMULATION RESULTS

MD simulation is used to follow the evolution of the sys-
tem. Each run is started with a random phase-space distribu-
tion of the dust grains at a fairly high temperature �T=0.05
→1.0, where T is normalized by E0�. The system is annealed
slowly until a minimum-energy state with temperature
T�0±10−6 is reached. The accuracy of the simulation was
checked by comparing the results to the ground-state con-
figurations of single-species clusters �25� obtained by Monte
Carlo �MC� simulations. As discussed in Ref. �26�, the value
of the attraction coefficient � ��1� is usually small but can
be as large as 0.6, depending on the property of the grain
surface as well as the local plasma conditions. Since it is
uncertain how significant the intergrain attraction is in the
band-void experiments �15,16�, we shall use �=0.01 �26�
in most of our cases. The grains have different charge
and mass, but the same charge-to-mass ratio q�k� /m�k�=1
�k=1, . . . ,n�. That is, the different species represent grains of
different material and/or density. We also note that the charge
ratio of two dust species is equal to their mass ratio.

In the following, we shall first study the minimum-energy
structures of systems �N=150� with two dust species by
varying either the drag-force strength A or the screening
strength �. We then consider a larger system �N=300� with
three species of grains at different A and screening strength
�. Finally, we shall investigate highly asymmetrical dust
structures.

A. Systems with two species of grains

1. Effect of ion drag

We first consider an N=150 dust system containing two
species of grains with different charge and mass but the same
charge-to-mass ratio. Figure 1 shows typical minimum-
energy dust configurations for ��4 and different drag
strength A. The case q�2�=q�1�=1.0 and m�2�=m�1�=1.0, i.e.,
the two species are physically indistinguishable, is included
�Figs. 1�a1�-1�a4�, first column� for reference and comparing
with existing MC-simulation results of a single-species
system �25�. In Fig. 1, the columns show the effect of the
drag strength A and the rows show the effects of the grain
charge q�2� and mass m�2�. All the subfigures are of the same
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arbitrary scale. From Figs. 1�a1�-1�a4�, one can see that
when the two species are physically indistinguishable, only a
central disklike void appears at the center. As expected, the
sizes of the void and the overall structure increase with the
�radially outward� drag force, or A.

From the second and third columns in Fig. 1, we can see
that two physically distinct dust species tend to separate and
occupy different regions in the plasma. When A=0, or no
drag force, the heavier grains are accumulated at the system
center because of the mass-dependent radially inward exter-
nal confinement force. The details of the structure depend on
the grain-grain interaction forces �here, �=0.01 and �=4� as
well as energy minimization. When A�0, grains of different
species also occupy different radial regions, with the larger
mass and charge located farther away from the center. This is
because grains of larger charge and mass experience stronger
outward drag force. The latter can exceed the inward con-
finement force, which is only mass dependent. From Fig.
1�b4�, one can see that for q�2�=2 and m�2�=2, a bandlike
void region appears when A=5. From Fig. 1�c3�, we see that
for q�2�=3 and m�2�=3 a bandlike void appears between
the dust shells when A=3. This is because the larger
the charge and mass of the species 2 are, the lower is the
drag force needed for forming the bandlike voids. Thus, at
lower A�=3� and larger charge q�2��=3� and mass m�2��=3�,
the different species can still be packed into different shells
with a bandlike void between the shells. From Figs. 1�a4�,
1�b4�, and 1�c4�, we can see that at a fixed A=5, the sizes
of the band-like void and the entire dust-occupied region
both increase rapidly with q�2� and m�2�. Thus, the species
charge and mass are independent factors in determining the
system structure. For the same reason we can expect that in a
single-species system only the center void can exist. Our

center- and band-void configurations are in good qualitative
agreement with the cross-sectional dust structures observed
in 3D dust systems �15,16�.

2. Effect of screening

We now investigate the effect of the screening strength �.
Figure 2 shows typical minimum-energy configurations of a
two-species 150 dust grain system for A=5. Again, the spe-
cial case of q�2�=q�1�=1.0 and m�2�=m�1�=1.0 is included as
reference. In Fig. 2, the columns show the effect of the
screening strength �, and the rows show the effect of the
charge q�2� and mass m�2�. From the first column of Fig. 2, we
see that when there is only one species, only a central void
appears, and the size of the dust structure decreases with
increase of �, with the size of the central void almost un-
changed. That is, the dust shell becomes more compact as �
increases. This is because at a fixed A, increasing � would
decrease the intergrain repulsive force, so that the inward
confinement force pushes the grains closer to the center. The
nearly constant size of the central void can be attributed to
the fact that the outward drag force supporting it is unaf-
fected by �. When �=5 �Fig. 2�a4��, the central void be-
comes somewhat larger than that at smaller � �see Figs.
2�a1�-2�a3�� because of reduced intergrain repulsion. Its
boundary also becomes more circular.

From the second and third columns of Fig. 2, one can see
that for larger differences in the species charge and mass, the
different species also organize themselves into two distinct
shells, with that of the smaller �larger� charge and mass lo-
cated nearer to �farther away from� the center of the dust
structure because of the different drag forces they experi-
ence. The dependence on the parameters are basically the

FIG. 1. �Color online� Minimum-energy configurations for two-
species of different charge and mass, but the same charge-to-mass
ratio, for different drag force strength A at a fixed screening strength
�=4. The total number of grains is N=150. The numbers of grains
of species 1 �triangles� and 2 �dots� are N�1�=50 and N�2�=100,
respectively. The system sizes in the subfigures are of the same
arbitrary scale.

FIG. 2. �Color online� Minimum-energy configurations for two
species of different charge and mass, but the same charge-to-mass
ratio at different screening strength � at a fixed drag strength
A=5. The total number of grains is N=150, where N�1�=50 �tri-
angles� and N�2�=100 �dots�. The subfigures are of the same arbi-
trary scale.
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same as already discussed above, so that with increase of q�2�

and m�2�, the size of the dust structure also increases. On the
other hand, the sizes of the central and band voids, as well as
the dust shells, are determined by the balancing of the
various forces acting on the dust grains.

As discussed, with increasing �, the shells of the different
species become more compact. In fact, when � is large
enough �and the attractive coefficient � remains small�, the
grain-grain interaction will be like hard spheres �30�. In this
case, the sizes of the bandlike and the central disklike voids
can be estimated. From Eq. �1�, we can see that the first and
second terms together represent a displaced harmonic poten-
tial, such as the ring-confinement potential of Schweigert et
al. �41� for each species. In the displaced potential, the mini-
mum is not at the system center r=0, but at r=r*, i.e., the
potential supports a central void of radius r*. For the multi-
species system, from the derivative �r��m�k�r*

�k�2−Aq�k�2r*
�k���

=0, we can obtain the critical radius r*
�k�=A�q�k�2 /2m�k�� for

species k. When the screening strength � is large and the
attractive coefficient � is small, the shells of different species
will be very compact. The size of the central disklike void is
mainly determined by the smallest radius among the radii
r*

�k� �k=1, . . . ,n�, and the size of the bandlike void will be
determined by the difference between the radii r*

�i� and r*
�j� of

the shells i and j adjacent to the bandlike void. Therefore, at
a given A, q�2� and m�2�, with increasing �, the sizes of the
central disk void and the bandlike void will approach values
determined by the critical radii r*

�k� �k=1, . . . ,n�. In fact, in a
system with a small �, we can still use the critical radii r*

�k� to
predict the void-size variation. For example, in Figs. 1�c1�-
2�c4�, at the given q�2�=3 and m�2�=3, the disk-void size
determined by r*

�k�=A�q�1�2 /2m�1�� and the band-void size de-
termined by the difference r*

�2�−r*
�1�=A�q�2�2 /2m�2�

−q�1�2 /2m�1�� increase with A. From Figs. 2�a4�, 2�b4�, and
2�c4�, we can see that for A=5 and �=5, the size of the
bandlike void determined by the difference r*

�2�−r*
�1� in-

creases with q�2� and m�2�, but the disk-void size determined
by the radius r*

�1� does not change with q�2� and m�2� in Figs.
2�b4� and 2�c4� �the estimate by the critical radius r*

�1� is not
valid for the degenerate case of Fig. 2�a4�, where the species
are indistinguishable�. Hence, in a multispecies system, we
can use the critical radii r*

�k� to predict the variation of the
disk- and band-void sizes with A, q�2�, and m�2�. However,
when � is not large, the size of a void will be determined by
a balance between the intergrain force, the confinement
force, and the drag force on the grains. From the above re-
sults, one can conclude that in a two-species system, the
screening strength � and the charge q�2� and mass m�2� are
independently important in determining the system structure.
At a given A, the larger the values of �, q�2�, and m�2�, the
easier it is to form the bandlike void.

B. Three-species systems

From the above results, one can conclude that if the ex-
ternal drag force A and the screening strength � are large
enough, a central void as well as a bandlike void will appear
in a two-species system. In Huang et al.’s �15� and Huang’s

�16� experiments, multiple concentric band voids were also
observed. These voids may have been caused by the presence
of several species of grains, as can be expected during the
evolution of the dust growth process �15,16�.

Accordingly, we consider the minimum-energy configura-
tions of a larger system �N=300� with three species of
grains. Figure 3 shows the typical calculated minimum-
energy configurations of a system containing three species of
grains at different drag force strength A with a fixed �=4
�Figs. 3�a1�-3�a3�� and that at different screening strength �
with a fixed drag force strength A=5 �Figs. 3�b1�-3�b3��. The
different grains again have different charge and mass, but
have the same charge-to-mass ratio. From Figs. 3�a1�-3�a3�,
we can see that at a fixed �=4, when A=0, the grains tend to
separate, with those of the largest charge and mass located
near to the system center, and the light ones located at the
edge of the system, because the mass-dependent confinement
force pushes the large grains closer to the system center to
minimize the total system energy. With increasing A, the
grains are separated into three shells, and the grains of the
largest �smallest� charge and mass are located far away from
�near to� the system center, due to the outward drag force on
the different grains. When A=5, the central disk void and the
concentric bandlike voids between the shells of the different
grains occur. From Figs. 3�b1�-3�b3�, we can see that at a
fixed A �=5�, the different grains are separated into different
shells. When �=0, there are no clear bandlike voids formed
between the shells. With increasing �, the system size be-
comes smaller, and the shells become more compact. When
�=5, the concentric bandlike voids clearly appear between

FIG. 3. �Color online� Minimum-energy configurations for a
three-species system for A= �a1� 0, �a2� 3, and �a3� 5, with fixed
�=4, and for �= �b1� 0, �b2� 3, and �b3� 5, with fixed A=5. Here,
N=300, N�1�=50 �triangles�, N�2�=100 �crosses�, N�3�=150 �dots�,
q�2�=m�2�=2, and q�3�=m�3�=3. The subfigures are of the same
arbitrary scale.
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the different shells. As discussed above, the reason is that
with increasing �, the intergrain repulsive force becomes
lower, and the grains are pushed closer to the system center
by the confinement force. At this case, the outward drag
force and the inward confinement force the different grains
experience lead to the bandlike void formation in the system.
We also can see that when �=5, the outer two shells of
different grains are not uniform in thickness, which is due to
the intergrain attraction forces that make the grains tend to
stick together. In fact, when the attraction coefficient is large
enough, the grains of the same species will stick together as
one cluster, and no complete circle shells can be formed. We
have also investigated much larger systems with more grains
and species. The results show that the grains of the same
species tend to populate in a common shell, and the central
disklike voids as well as the bandlike voids can appear in the
system when the drag force strength and the screening
strength are large. The maximum number of possible shells
formed of the various grains is equal to the total species
number in the system.

C. Highly asymmetrical states

In the dust systems studied, all the forces involved are
either radial or central. Although for multispecies systems,
the centers of mass and charge of the �random� initial
grain distributions do not in general coincide, one would
expect that the minimum energy states should be symmetri-
cal, unless the number of grains is too small. However,
here radially outward drag force and attractive intergrain
force are also involved, we can expect the existence of asym-
metrical minimum-energy states, or even states containing
clumps of dust grains, if for example, the repulsive intergrain
force is too weak �� large�. In fact, Fig. 2�b4� and Fig. 3�b3�
represent such states, but in a rather weak form.

To see if highly asymmetrical states can exist, we con-
sider cases with large � and �. Figure 4 is for two species
with q�2�=m�2�=2, N�1�=50 and N�2�=100, A=5, and Fig.

4�a1� �=15, �=0, Fig. 4�a2� �=15, �=0.01, Fig. 4�b1�
�=5, �=0, and Fig. 4�b2� �=5, �=0.04. One can see that,
as expected, the attractive intergrain force and the radially
outward drag force play important roles in forming the
highly asymmetrical states. However, the marginal values of
� and � allowing the formation of asymmetrical states also
depend on all the other dust parameters and external forces.
Asymmetrical states have been observed in the earlier simu-
lations with a small number of grains �39�, as well as in
experiments �15,16�. However, in a real plasma, the effective
intergrain and external forces in the bulk plasma can modify
each other, so that it can be difficult to distinguish the cause
and effect relationship in the formation of the asymmetrical
states. This is especially so for the drag and the intergrain
forces, since the grain charge is strongly dependent on the
local electric field. We also note that the asymmetrical dust
clumps are in general more compact and crystal-like.

IV. CONCLUSION

Two-dimensional systems of multispecies charged grains
interacting through a screened Coulomb repulsive potential
plus a long-range attractive component added to it in a qua-
dratic trap is studied by means of MD simulations. The
grains are also subjected to an external drag force to simulate
the effect of the ions streaming to the system boundary. It is
found that in a multispecies system consisting of grains with
different charge and mass, but having the same charge-to-
mass ratio, at a large screening strength without an external
drag force, the grains with the large �small� charge and mass
tend to be located near to �far away from� the system center,
due to the inward mass-dependent confinement force on the
grains. When the external drag force exists in the system, the
different grains are separated into different shells, with those
of the large �small� charge and mass located far away from
�near to� the system center because of the different drag force
the grains experience. When the screening strength is large,
with increasing the drag force strength, a central void as well
as the concentric bandlike voids between the different shells
can appear. The void size increases with the drag force
strength. At a given drag force strength, with increasing
screening strength, the system size becomes smaller and the
grain shells also become more compact. When the screening
strength is large enough �with the intergrain attraction re-
maining small�, the size of the central disklike void can be
estimated by the smallest grain critical radius at which the
grains have the minimal external potential energy, and the
size of the bandlike void can be estimated by the difference
of the critical radii of the different shells adjacent to the band
void. The maximum number of possible shells formed of the
different grains equals the total species number in the
system.

Qualitatively, the void structures obtained in our simula-
tion are consistent with that found in the horizontal slices of
the 3D structures obtained in the dusty plasma experiments
�15,16�. In the latter, the discharge is not symmetric in the
vertical direction and the voids appear as domes and/or
nested dome-shaped shells with their bottoms adjacent to the
bottom electrode in the dust system. However, the results

FIG. 4. �Color online� Asymmetrical minimum-energy states for
a two-species system for �a1� �=15, �=0, �a2� �=15, �=0.01, �b1�
�=5, �=0, and �b2� �=5, �=0.04, with fixed A=5. Here, N=150,
N�1�=50 �triangles�, N�2�=100 �dots�, and q�2�=m�2�=2. The
subfigures are of the same arbitrary scale.
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should be qualitatively applicable to the horizontal cross
sections since the dynamic horizontal force balance process
remains the same as in the 2D case. The occurrence of sym-
metrical and asymmetrical bandlike voids should be rather
common in 2D dusty plasmas containing more than one spe-
cies of dust grains. Our results may be useful as a guide to
future experiments specifically designed for investigating the
charge, mass, and size effects on the system structure and
void formation. When specific configurations of the multi-
species system can be observed experimentally, they can be
used for diagnostics of the grain screening strength, attrac-

tive intergrain force, and the ion drag force on the grains. It
may also be useful for monitoring dust grain growth and
obtaining information on a dusty plasma system by adding to
it new species of dust grains.
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